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st skrinabilitlt comprise complex system approach in the evoluation o.f'en'
erg)) system state.-By its definition sustainability include deJinition ofqual'
irylnirits tuithott compromising annng 1ilferent aspect of system complex-
iiy. It is oJ paramouit importance Jbr any energJ) system as .the complex
,$stent to"qianilrt' ebments of complexity talring into s consideration vat'i'
ous tlegree tsJ comPlexitY
Energy coniersioi process i,s characterized by the e,nlropy production as
the i'iasure ctJ'the lrret'ersibility oJ'the processes y;ithin the energy system.
so, rhe complbxity eletnent o/ the energ s1'stem re'flecting internttl porame'
ter interaciion can be delined by the entropy pntduction in the system
complexity elernents rf'the econonric indicators are structured in dilJbrent
leveis are'intrinsic b the speci/ic levels and rtre mea.sured in diftbrent scale.
The economic qtmliil- is reflecting the Jinale energ) cost. There a.re a num-
ber oJ parane[ers which are oJ'inlerest to he tttken inlo u considerati.on in
the mttthen'tcttical model for the determination of the optintized vuhte,t of re-
quired./br its ettuhurtion .

Mutuai interaction belw^een the energSt sy5lent antl its surt'outtding is imma'
nent.fbr any life,\upport systen't. As it i,s lorcwn every- energ) s)tstetn is tahing
energ) sourcesJro,m the surrounding and disposing residual Io the environ-
ment.
In the socittl aspect oJ'the etxergl sltstem are incltuled rislr of environnrental
chan,q,es, heallh and nttclear hazard,s und rnay have to deal with a com-
pounding of complexitlt at dffirent level'

Kevrvords: 
Yi,lfi"!!lli:^;,i:T:J::"i:;,'";;,f,i,il,?,i1t'',?,3;"'ft'7 ff,,lii!,',-
ment indicator, social indicator' nornalization' agglomera-
tion, aritmetizatiott

Introduction

Energy system as complex system requires special methodoiogy for the evalua-
tion. Since the complexity of the system is closeiy related to the multi-dimensional space
with different scale, the methodology has to bear multi-criteria procedure in evaluation of
the energy system.
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The rnethod for multi-criteria evaluation and assessment of energy system have
proveci to be promising tool for the determination of quality of the energy system. Even it
was sirown that there are some deficiencies in tire presented n'rethod, it a new rout in the

ilacing luture anaiysis of complex system. The energy system is a good exarnple for the
identification of the potential sustainability developme[t of energy systeln. lt open new
field of research for ihose willing to dwell for further unclerstanding of the methods for
evaluation of comPlex sYstems.

Demonstration of the examples of application of the multi-criteria in evaluation
potential options ofenergy system prove that tlie evaluation ofenergy system as complex
system is tire sustainable development research. Associate uncefiainty is suggesting that
tliat the research should move toward the search for general principle and guiding ques-

tiorrs lor new investigation'
The definition sustainability includs definition of quality merits without com-

pronrising among different aspect of system complexity U,2l.It is of paramount impor-
iance for any energy system as tlre cornplex system to quanti$r elements of complexity'
As regards conrpleiity elements of energy system it can be coditied as the specific struc-
ture ritlecting different characteristics olthe system [3' a]. The adoption ofenergy sys-

tem to its surroulcling leads to the physical, social and environmental interaction be-
ti,veen the system and its surrounding. lf there are number of energy systems to be

compared taling into a consideration potential behavior of individual system in the same

suroulding there rlust be potential option i,vhich will give quantified quality priority
alnong the system under consideration. In order to define quantily wirich will be used as

*"ur.iring parameter in evaluation of the energy systems a following definition of the
quantities is adaPted [5].

The teclnology quality of the energy system rnay be defined and qualified as the
potential of the inclividual part of the energy system. In the language of complex system
it-,ir p.op".ry can be understood as the inherent creativity ofspontaneous appearance of
novel structure. Thermodynamicaily. infbnnation introduced in the system is the
ne gentropy as the result of the change in the stmclure of system leading to the better per-
lbrmance 113]. In evaluation of the energy system a following quality elements are taken
into a consideration.

Resource quality

Energy system is composed of number of elements which are connectedwith the
aim to perform specific function, meaning to ctlnvert any form of primary energy into fi-
nale fbrm of energy to be used for the improvement of quality of life. Organization of the
energy system elements is optimized structure of specific pattern. The energy conversion
characterization is thermodynamically justified with optimal internal parameters of the
system. lrr this respect any quantification of thermodynamic quaiity of the energy system
is reflecting number of parameters which are defining the design of energy system. Oth-
envise, it can be stated the complexity element of the intemal parameters of energy sys-
tem can be defined as the quality of energy conversion measured by the thermodynamic
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elTiciency of the system or any other parameter including integral parameters of thetmo-
dynamic system [6]. Energy conversion process is characterized by the entropy procluc-
tion as the measure of the irreversibiliry of the processes within the energy system. So, the
cqmplexity element of the energy system is internal parameter which can be defined by
the entropy production in the systern. Lately it is becoming popular to make exergy anal-
ysis of energy system as the tool for the cluality assessment of the system as whole and
also d"tet*ine exergy losses in individual elements of the system [7]. ln the complexity
definition of elergy systen one of the element is entropy generation on the system or
exergy losses in conversion process l8]. lf considering a number ofenergy systems the
entrJpy generation comparison among systetns due its non-linearity will lead to the fuzzy
set anA will require corresponding procedure for the appropriate evaluation. lndicators
Ibr each energy system are propedy ofcomplex system and their fuzzy set refleots rvhole-
ness of the energy system.

Economic qualitY

A1y energy systen evaluation has to inclucle ecouomic validation and it has to
be basic building biock of the assessment procedure 19]. Also, it is indispensable element
of the complex system. Quality of energy system for economic validation of the system.

as the elemint of cornplexity. The main characteristic of the economic quality of the sys-

tern is def,ured by the parameters comprising individual elements of complexity. lt is usu-
ally accepted to cletermine economic indicator as elements of complexity. For this reason
fbrmation of fuzzy set of those indicators far the options under consideration is not trivial
and has to reflect ciiflerent conception of the energy system. The cornplexity elements of
the econontic indicator are stmctured in different levels are intrinsic to the specific levels
ancl are measureci in different scale. In the classical evaluation of energy system eco-
nomic merits are of primary interest. Since, the economic quality is optimization function
imposilg minimum finale energy cost, thele is a number ofparameters which are of inter-

"ut 
to b* taken into a consideration in the mathematical model for the determination of the

optimized values of required for its evaluation [10].

Enuironment qualitY

Mutgal interaction between the energy system and its sunounding is immanent
fgr any life support system I I 1]. For the energy system there are several interaction which
are detined by the respective paralneters. On the first places oftirese interaction is the ef-
fect of energy system on the environment. It is known that every enelgy system is taking
energy resources from the surrounding and disposing residual to the environment. Also,
6.rost of the energy system is disposing low entropy heat to the environment. It is known
tirat only one tried of the energy is converted to the usetul energy, there is fwo tried of the
energy to be disposed to the environment. So the interaction between the energy system
and environment defined by the amount of rnaterial and energy. The assessment of these



interactions between the energy system and euvironment leads to recognition of the new

element of complexity of the energy system. There are ontological changes i. e' hu-
ma'-i'clgced chinges-in the nature proceeding at unprecedented rate and scale and re-

sultilg in groovinf connectedness and inter dependency. Molecules of carbon dioxide
procluied ln ttr. "n".gy 

system leads to the global climate changes and adding new ele-

ment to the complexity of energy system'

Technological quolitY

Energy system structure organization is subject to the constant development in
order to impro*ve its functionality and perfbtmance qualiry [12]. The a.doption of the sys-

tenl to new requirements is complemetltary to the organizatiotr changes the property of
the complex *yrt.m. There are numerous studies with mathematical model of energy sys-

tem thritugh computer simulation which are aimed to predict potential structure of the

system anl its quality. The process of the elergy system development is an attempt to un-

Jerstand how nehvork of mulually acting elements is contributing to the change in the

quality of the energy system. The assessment of technological deveiopment implies
u?optuirltity of com-plex system to its evaluation. Information technology has demon-

straierl thaiits application in the energy system can lead to the intelligent systemwith self
.,rnt.otting ability. The technological development is one of the properties of complex
system. Tie potentiality fbr further improvernent can be seen as the potentialily for
,"if-o.gur.irution of the-system. The technology quality of the energy system is the e1e-

ment ol'the complexity oi'the system. It may be defined and qualitied as the potential of
thc individual part of t'he energy system and also as the inten:elation among the elements.
I' the language ofcomplex system this property can be understood as the inherent cre-

ativity of ipontaneous ipp"*tuo"" of novel stmcture' Therrnodynamically, the informa-
tion introducecl in the syitem is the negentropy as the r"esult of the change in the struchrre
of system leading to the better performance [13]'

Social qualitY

Social aspect of the energy system is important factor to define the quality of the
system. tseside the adver:se effect of the energy system on the environment, it can be also

bL clriving force fbr the social changes in the region 1141. It can bring newjobs, new in-
vestmeltlrrew infrastructr.rre and many other advantages in tlre region. This quality of
the system must be clefinecl as the elements of the complexity of the system. The interac-
tions of tire energy system with sociely are properties of the whole, arising from the inter-
actions relationship among the system and surrounding. With a nutnber of energy system
ol:ltions under consideration the social element of complexity of energy system will com-
p;ise integral parameters and their evaluation. h.r the social element of the enelgy com-
p1"* u1,rt.* is included risl< of environmental changes, lrealth and nuclear hazards and
r..^y 6orr. to cleai with a compounding of complexity at difl'erent level. Also, under social
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constrain reflecting social aspect of complexity of energy system are addedvalues which
improve the quality of the human life.

Indicators

In order to develop appropriate tool for the quantitave presentation ofthe energy
system propertie s it is of intetest to introcluce notion of the indicators which are measur-
ing pa.urn"ters of the respective quality [15]. Befbre, we will introduce individual indica-
tors. The agglomeration plocedure is described.

Hierarchical collcept of indicators

As it was shown different complexity elements are expressed as the integral
properly of energy system. For: the determination of these elements respective model are

o**-O Uur"a on thc mathematical clescription of tlie processes within the system. Once the

iltegral parameters are formed and appropriate scale is defined. the next step in deriving
qtrantitaiive vaiues complexity elements is the agglorneration of the indicators. There
riray be number of the indicators levels. Eacir level will represent platform for the ag-
glomeration in orcler for the integral property of the energy system. Order to measure

ihese integral properties it necessary to master the respective scale ofeach component of
the complex indicator.

Recently it has become necessary to make assessment of any system taking into
a consideration the multiple attributes decision making method. It has been exercised in
t6e nurnber of cases the evolution of systems with criteria reflecting resource, economic,
environment, technology, and social aspect [16-]8]. A complex (multi-attribute,
many-dimensional, rnultivariate, etc.) energy system is a system, whose quality (re'
sources. ecolomics, environment, technology, and social) under investigation is deter-
mine<l by many initial indices (indicators, parameters, variables, features, characteristics,
attribrrtes, etc.). Any initial indicator is treated as the quality's . which are made from tire
poirit ofview olthe corresponding criterion. It is supposed that these indices are neces-
sary ancl su{ficient for the systems' quality estimation [19].

Let initial ("zero-1evel", "0-level") indices offixed energy systems under inves-
tigation are:

Q0;0),...,0(;[0];0). .... p(rr(0);0) (1)

rvhere number rr(0) of all initial indices is sufficiently large (re(0) > 0) and include
indiccs of the "zerol1evei".

Without loss in generality it may be assumed that initial indices meetthe condi-
I io n of nonnalizatio n'.

0 < 9(i[0];0 < l, tf0l : 1, ..., m(0) (2)
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As this nolmalization takes place, the minimal value p(l[O];0):0 of i [0]-th cri-
ter.ion is corelated with a system, which manit-ests the minimal degree of the quality un-
cler consideration, and the maximal valge 0(i [0];0): 1 is associatedlvith a system, which
manit'ests the maximal degree of this quality. So, the complex energy systems are de-

scribecl by values of the ru(O)-dimensional variable vector:

0(0) : (g(i;0),..', p(l[0];0), "', 0(rr(0);0)) (3)

of the initial indices (the indices of 0Jevel).
Suppose that these initial inclices are aggregated into new ge nerol indices,which

are fonned in a m(l )-dimensional vector:

O(1): (C(1;1), ..., 0(r[l];t), ...,00n(1))) (4)

of the first-level ( l -level) indices, where l[ I ]-th component p(;tl l;1) of the vector 9(l ) is
a s.vnthe sizin g /un<: tion ( c onv o l uti on) 

"

g(tt1lJ) =g(g(0);;trll) = Q(QQ:O),..., g(d0l;0), ."' 0(zr(0);0);till;1) (5)

of the vector B(0) of initial (0-level) indiccs'
Then we can fotm a m(2)-dimensional variable vector:

QQ)=(QQ;2),..', QQL2I;2),", Q(mQ);2)) (6)

of second-level (2-level) indices Q(ilzl;2), ilzl: I, ..., m(2), i [2]-th second-level index
bcing a function:

Q Ql2l;2) = Q (Q Q) ; iL2) ;2) = Q Q $;t),..', g ( i [1 ] il' ...' Q (m (\) ;1) ; iQl ;2) (7)

of the vector 0(l) of l-level indices.
An exarnple of graph-representation of a 2-height pyramidal hierarchy of indi-

ces is pictured on the fig" 1.

The final goal of ftJreight pyrarnidal hierarchy of indices consists in estimating
of complex energy systems' quaiity by the unique ft-level super-index Q1;k). so, a py-
ramidai hierarchy Pl{/c) produces a one-c:riterion detennination QQ;k) of a fixed quality
of complex systems under investigation'

Energy system indicators

In the fufiher anaiysis r.r'e rvill use indioators instead indices. If it assurned that
the Energy System Hierarchy (ESH) of indicators wiil meet condition:

B
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Figlre 1. Graphical presentation of the algorithm for the evaluation of energy systems

rr(0) > m(l) > .. > m(t)> ...> m(k):1, and nr(0):N6'
and rz(1) : Ny ancl rn(2) : Nr

the pyramidal irierarcliy of eirergy system will be reduced to a multi-criteria value of the
fixed qualify of complex energy systems.

(8)
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The general index of energy system qualiSt can be used in the evaluation of en-

ergy systems in order to obtain hierarchy among the systems under consideration. Figure
t iho*r graphical presentation of the algorithm to be used in the in the evaluation of en-

ergy systems. Beside universal name for all indices to be indicators of different level and

desclibed with respective sub-addition.
Data base is collection of data comprising physical and chemical properties of

tl.re material ancl fuel, geometrical characteristics of eletnent, intensity of the processes,

temperature and pressure field within the element of the system, and other charactedstics
of energy system lvbich are of imporlance for the determination of ir, dices of "zero ievel".
'Ihe date base is used for the calculation ofthe indioes of "zero level". These calculations
are based on tlre respective models which are obtained by the description of the integral
characteristics of the energy system.

Once indicators of "zero level" are detennined. the next step in this evaluation is

tlie agglomeration of "zero level" indicators into a indicators " level-1". The indicators
,.level-1,, are Resource Indicator, Economic Indicator, Environment Indicator, Tecirnol-
.gy lndicator, and Social indicator which are fomed as an nr(1)-dimensional vector.

Mathematjcal operation for: the formation of the indicators of l-level atd 2-

level is called aggregation and is definecl by the linear additive function of the compo-
nents ofthe vector of0-1eve1 and I -level, respectively'

Suppose that all synthesizing functions from a /rJieight hierarchy ofindices are

aclditive functions:

Q (ilt l; t) = Q (Q (t - 1) ; il I ] ; / ) = ^ft ) 
t4i1t - t1; ilt); t - 1) Q (ilt - r); t - 1)

tf r-l l=1

of (t- l)-level inc{ices Q(ilt- 1l;l- 1), i[l- l]: 1,'.', m(t-l).
Non-negativecoefficientsw(i[r-11.ilt];t-1),ill*l]:1'...' nt(t-l]'arecalled

" v,r, e i ght - c o e.ffi c i en t s", " t o- ei ght s" neet the n o rm al iz ati o tt c o n d it i o n 
"

*91) *(ilt -tl; tlll; l -1) = I
i Ir-]l=1

(10)

what permirs to interpret ill - ll-weight coeflicient ut(ift *11.iltl:,l - 1) as a measute of'
,rigtificLnce (irnportance) of the index Q(ilt - 1l;l - I ) for the generai estimation Q(iltk):
- QQU - 1);t[r];r), [20].

The "level- 1 " hierarchy ofindices are being given with the use the recurrent for-
mula to construct indices of different leveis in explicit form:

0(itll;l)= w(,[0];,[] ;0)0(;[0],0) (11)

(e)

m(a)t
i [0]=1

l0
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rr(1)
QUl2l;2t= | u{iill; i[2];l )Q(iill:l) =

l[1]=1

n(l) - ----[''l9r ^ -^-^.-.l= I' ra(i[l]:il2li)l I r,r{i[0]rill];0)01itOlr0) l=rlll=l Li[0]=l l

= ''of"')1,n,1i[0]; d1l;0h'(dll;i[2]1)10(;t0l;0) (rz)
tt0l' ttll=l

If this definition of indices will be applied to the indicators presented in the pre-

viogs chapterwe will be in position to use this metirodology and introduce following def-
inition for aggl<lmerated indicators.

Resource indicator

RI =g(;tll;1) = 'j,,1{o),0, 
(0) + w'2T1r (0),9" (0) + w,j1r1(0)'g: (0) (13)

Econornic indicatar

gs1 =eelzl;t1=w|,rr(p),e4 (0) + lu,i21(0) ,Qr(O)+wfy21(0),00 (0) (14)

Env ir onntent indic ato r

EI =QUl3);t)=*7t tQ),h(0)+l1"t3l (0),98 (0) +w,?t3I(0),0o0)+'4$r(0),010(0XI5)

TechnologY indicator

ru =e64;t)=ujrlt (0),grr 1o) +r,ul,2o, 10), Q,rQ) + w|la1(o),Qn (16)

Sttt:ial indicat(rrs

s1 =0(tt5ll) = 'r,jfi, {o),gr+ (0) + wirlr (0),8r, (0) + r'r,}$,(0),gro (0) ( l7)

It is well known that the most subtle and delicate stage in the general index con-
struction is the stage of detennination of "weights" u,(l), ..., w(nr) because ofusual short-
age of an information about exact numedcal values of the weight-coefficients.

1l
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As a rule, we have only non-numerical (ordinal) inJbrmation, which can be rep-
resented by a sYstem:

OI : {vu(i) > w(i); w(f : u(s), ...; i,i,r,s,... € { 1, ...' m\\ (18)

of eqgalities a1c1 inequalities. These relations are interpretecl as follows: w(i) > w(7) - l-th
indiCator q(l) is moie significant forobjects quality determination by the index Q:
: e(4') ihan;-th indicator qA); .*(r): ru(s) * r-th and s-th indices are equal in their
signiicance for objects quality estimation by the index Q: Q(q;w)'

The availabiliry of a non-trivial nnn-information .1 about r.veight-coefficients
permits to reduce thc set:

t4t : { *- : (w(1), ..., wQn)'):tu(i) > 0, n(1)+ .'. + *-(,m) : 7\1 (1e)

of all possible weight-vectors lu to tire set I4(1) c. W all conditionally admissible (from
the point of view of the nnn-infbtmation -f weight-vectors'

If it is sgpposed that a set of ail conditioually selected weight-vectors are

ibmred. than these weight-vectors are known "with the precision of the set llz(-f". So, lve
have not a unique weight-vector, but a whole set of tlre vectors. To model such fpe of un-
certainty when a mathematical object x is detennined with an accuracy to -*'ithin an ap-

propriaie set X: {.t-} of all admissible variants we shall address ourselves to the concept
oJ'ianrtorniration. So,we'11 use the random weight-vector in(1) = (ir(1;1),...fr(l,1;1)) uni-
iorrnly distribgtecl on the set Il/(!),as a model of the nnn-information l deficiency' The
randomizationfr(1)= (fi'(1;\,...,i,(m;I)) ofthe weight-u*"sot.re= (tu(l),..., u'(ru)) implies
the randomizatiofiQ@;l=Qfu:fi(I)) of a corresponding general index Q@;w).

It is quite natural to use the average of weight-coefficients, i. e. matirematical
expectations w(i/)= A,Ii,(ii), i: 1,..", llr. To measure the exactness of weigh-ve.ctor
}'G;f)= Mi,(iJ) we may use the standard deviation Sl.(l;1)=[Dfi(i;I)]"' where
Di,{i;l) is thc variance of the random weight-coefficient ii(i;1). The vector w(I)=
:fi(W),...,fr(n;I))may be treated as a numerical image oJ'the nrm-inJbrmation I.

An example of the definition of the sub-indicators for the fwo level indicators
describing the General Index of Sustainability is given on tab. 1.

in the procedure for the sustainability evaluation there are several steps which
are importance to be obeYed.

'lhe first step in this procedure is data collection in data base, which imply gath-
ering all relevant paralxeters to be used in the deflnition and calculation of the, "zelo
level" inclices. Each sub-indicator is presented in tire appropliate dimensions which are
not necessary in the same sca1e. Dimension selection is important fbr the deFrnition of the
accuracy of sub-indicators.

Second step is arimetization. This is mathematical procedure to convert all "zero
level" indices in the non-dimensional values. By loosing dimension of the "zero levei"
ilclices it will give us possibility to form fuzzy sets representing group of " zero level" in-
dices for respective option under consideration.

12



'I'able 1.

Power
Maxirnum temperafure
Minimum telnperature
Reh eatin g tenlperatur-e
Insulation
Wind velocity
Fuel quality
Lleating values

Fuel
- coal
- oil
- gas
- biotnass
- solar
- wind
- nuclear

Material
- steel
- cooper
- aluminum
- silioon

Fuel cost
Material cost
Energy system structure
Men-pou,'er cost
Men-power qualifi cation
I-ife time

Electricity cost
Investment cost
Operation cost
Maintenauces cost
Trade balance

Chernical cornposition of fuel
Air quality slandatd
Waste cornposition
Soil degraclation
Water degradation

COl production
S02 production
NO* production
Aslr ploduction
Heat disposal

Environtnent

Man-power in developtnent
Potential for hi-tech
Energy strategy
Energy forecast
Labor malket

R & D expenditure
l-liteoh funcling
New market
New companies

Mortality
Physical illness
Psychological health
Education
Age equity

Health effect
Living condition
Nerv -iob opportunitY
Footplint of power Plant

Afcan. N. ll.. Carvalho, l\4. G., Hovanor'. N. V.: Modelinq of Enerqv System Sustainabiliiv '

The tried step comprise agglolneration procedure. ln this step we will form next
level of ilclices. Procedure adapted is based on the nnn infbtmation with weighting coef-
ficients cletennined by randomisation of all conditionally admissibie weight coefficient
vectors. The formation of "1evel -I" indices is result ofthe next step ofprocedure.

13
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FogrJh step is aimed to repeat procedure of agglomeration of indices in order to
obtain tlie second level indices called Sustainabilify Index of Energy System.

Demonsffation of the method l'rave been sirown in the assessment of several en-

ergy systems. NamelY:

(1) Sustainability Assessment of New and Renewable Energy Sources [21]"
(2) Sustainability Assessment of Clean Air Technolo gies l22f ,
(3) Sustainability Assessment of Hydlogen Energy Systerns [23]'
(4) Sustainability Assessment of Solar Energy Systems 124f, and
(5) Sustainability Assessment of Biomass Energy Systems [25]'

Conclusions

Sustainability evaiuation ofcomplex systen is an approach to assess quality of
energy systefi In this approach the energy system is considered as cornplex system with
,.rpJ.tiu. elements of qualiry. By the sustainability which included definition of quality
meiits without oompromising among different aspect of systell complexity. It is ofpara-
mount inportun." fo, any energy system as the complex system to quantify elements of
c.'rplexiiy taking into a consideratio' various degree of complexity.' 

The sustainabilily Index was used as the measuring parameter in evaluation of
the elcrgy systems quality. In this procedure, it rvas adapted several indicatclr and respec-

tive nurnber of sub-indicators derived trom the data base'
The model of sustainability is demonstrated in generic fom and graphical pre-

sentation. Several examples introduced in the reference iist are numerical examples of
energy system evaluation.
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